Koelka
TOS era and beyond
They were isolated from the main Ursaran population 10's of millions of years
ago, and as a result, have evolved in a different direction, to the point of
becoming a marsupial species. As marsupials are born underdeveloped, they
can theoretically develop very large brains. Males are roughly 91.5–122 cm in
height, have a mass of roughly 60 kg, & reach maturity at 18-24 years of age.
Females have a height of 74–112 cm, a mass of 42.5 kg, & reach maturity at
12-18 years. They have a lifespan of ~108 years.
Names: Koelkas have very unique names, that are often hard for other people
to pronounce. As a result, many will accept a distorted pronunciation of their
names to better facilitate interaction with other species. They have only 1
name & no apparent surname or family name.
Male Names: Rr'u'brr, D'ru, Be'ny, Farf'l'y, Ar'go'th, Pp'rr'aa
Female Names: Lu'rr'a, P'll'y, Mo'lyy, Pa'nn'tla, Mii'o'kta, El'ri'sha

EXAMPLE VALUE: When all else fails, try again.
Attributes: Daring +1, Reason +2.
TRAIT:
They are a bear-like being that resemble a koala, an off-shoot of the
Ursaran species. They are small in stature. Koelkas have long, sharp
claws on their hands & feet. And they can use these skillfully in combat.
Poison Immunity: Most known chemical toxins have no effect on them.
You gain 2d20 to resist new or unknown toxins. Unarmed Strike - Claw
Strike: (Melee, +1CD, Piercing 1).
Talents:
Koelka, or with GM's Permission.

Tough Stuff [Required]
Requirement:
Koelkas have a naturally high constitution – they are sturdier than their
looks would indicate. You reduce the cost to resist being knocked prone
by the Knockdown effect by 1, minimum of 0, & gain +1 Resistance vs
Non-lethal attacks.

Telepathy [Mind Shield]
Requirement:
Not all Koelkas are telepathic, though some have developed a very
specific ability [Mind Shield-T12]. Mind Shield prevents their thoughts
from being read & protects them from psionic attacks of any kind.

Requirement:
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